So excited that you can’t wait to visit the zoo? Just hop onto our tram that will bring you to your next exciting place around the zoo.

**TRANSPORTATION**
- **Entrance Station:** Tram Station 1
- **Exit Station:** Tram Station 2

**PHOTOGRAPHY**
It will be fun and exciting! Try different angles and creative ways to take a snap of lovely animals at our Photo Corner on weekends.

**EAGLE ROOM**
An air-conditioned prayer room is provided with ample space situated near the zoo’s main entrance.

**KILAM**
There is a number of zoo talks around the zoo for you and your family to enjoy a free. To locate the air-conditioned room.

**WIND CHAMBER & SOUNDS**
Vendors with special needs will be well-cared so that they may fully enjoy their visit. Please proceed to G-Center at the entrance to the facility.

---

**TEAM VILLS**
You can help our animals! Be a part of our adoption programme, care for its animal food, enrichment and veterinary needs. In the adoption programme, you can choose to adopt an animal, get your name on the zoo’s list of donors, and help make a difference in the lives of the animals.

**ZOOBANGABANG ANIMAL ADVENTURE**
Zoo Negara is managed by the Malaysian Zoological Society, a non-governmental organization and Zamani, namely through its gate collection and sponsorship from individuals, schools, and corporate companies. Zoo Negara thanks you for your contribution for our animals.

**ZOOBANGABANG MEMBERSHIP CARD**
Zoo Negara membership card is a favourite card among families and wildlife lovers. The card holder will receive updates and special invitations to our events on top of exciting discounts in our partner restaurants, souvenir shops, eateries and more.

- **Membership** is open to all individuals aged 5 to 7 years old only.
- **Membership** is required to pay an application fee of RM25.00 only.
- **Unlimited passes of visit within a year during the membership period inclusive of Giant Pandas, Aquatic, Butterfly Garden, Bird House and Wild Animal Show.
- **Parental of ZooBANGABANG card will be given 20% discount offer for ticket purchase of normal entrance rates.
- **10% discount for the first five customers, including kids, and F&B items in the Zoobang bang shop compound with terms and conditions apply.**

---

**ANIMALS**
Witness the animals take a calm stage to entertain visitors with their tales of nature and tricks, weekdays at 11.00 am and 1.30 pm and every Friday at 11.00 am and 3.30 pm.

**ZOO PROGRAMME**
Looking for a healthy weekend? Make the most of your visit by joining our volunteering programme at Zoobang bang. Open to everyone age 16 and above who are willing to help out in the zoo. You may volunteer on any day of the week for at least eight hours, starting at 6.00 am.

**ZOO BANGLA**
The zoo is set in a beautiful scenic location, ideal for a family day for corporate companies. Besides having a variety of entertaining activities to choose from, we also have facilities to accommodate over 3000 people at one time!

**ZOO BANGLA**
Planning for a celebration? Make it more fun in Zoobang bang. With plenty of spaces to choose from, we cater for birthdays, functions, and other events. Our experienced and friendly staff will make your event perfect. For more details, please contact us at 03-9760 0000.

---
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**ART & CRAFTS CONSTRUCTION CENTRE**
Expression is a variety of materials from Asia and beyond. Zoobang bang is the place to discover laplanders, kites, Indian inks, pen, pencils, brushes, and more.

**Wonders**
The most enjoyable collection in South East Asia. Get involved with our King Cobras, Exotic Crocodiles and many more.

---

**ADMIRER**
- Administered by Zoobang bang, the Wild Restaurant is offering your family restaurant. Catering a wide range of delicious and food that is an affordable price, the Wild Restaurant offers various food for your family and friends.

**LUNCH**
Located in Zoobang bang entrance, Oppo Centre serves a variety of food and beverages for visitors to enjoy before entering or after leaving Zoobang bang.

**MAKES MEMORIES**
Sit down, relaxed in our cozy and delicious entrance to this cafe for some famous “As Kang” or “Cendol”

**FAMILY**
Located for all Malaysian food! Then drop by at Panda Cafe for its delicious menu, curry rice, fried seafood noodle and other dishes which are guaranteed to satisfy any family!

**UNVERSAL CARE & SAVVYWOMAN**
Opening hours for a month! This is being followed by a delicious city cafe by have your.

**HORIZONTAL NAME: WHAT IN THE WORLD**
Looking for some unique gifts? Rentang Souvenir Shop and Malaysia Handicrafts gifts for your souvenirs.

**HORIZONTAL PERSON**
Hunting for an exclusive Giant Panda merchandise? Drop by to Souvenir Shop.

**SHOP**
Come and visit our giant bowl! The largest honey producer in Malaysia is now in Zoobang bang.

---

**Contact Us**
ZOO NEGARA MALAYSIA
Facilities and souvenir store@zooNEGARAmalaysia.my
Tel: 03-9760 0000
Fax: 03-9760 0000
www.zoonegaramalaysia.my

---

**Fun With Nature!**
- **Wonders**
- **Sharks & Fishes**
- **4D Cinema**
- **Tiger**
- **Waves & Waves**
- **Bears**
- **Cheetahs**
- **Birds**
- **Giant Pandas**
- **Baboons**
- **Gorillas**
- **Sloths**
- **Kangaroos**

---

**Administration**
- Internship programme and business-related matters
  Email: admin@zoonegaramalaysia.my

---

**Public Relations**
- Corporate Social Responsibility
  Email: pr@zoonegaramalaysia.my

**Sponsorship and Corporate Action Relationship (CSR)**
- Email: csr@zoonegaramalaysia.my

**Ticket Office**
- Group tours, package, and school excursion
  Email: ticketoffice@zoonegaramalaysia.my

---

**Customer Service**
Corporate events, family tours, and educational related matters
Email: customer servicio@zoonegaramalaysia.my

---

**Education**
Tour, education packages, volunteering at the zoo, student research programme and student related matters
Email: education@zoonegaramalaysia.my

---

**7 Wonders of Zoo Negara**
Say it is our family, Black and white koala, King and Lao Lao, in the money bull at conditions banana plantations, Giant Panda Conservation Centre and see the very first Giant Pandas in Malaysia. Want to see these fantastic animals event their time in this enclosure. If you are lucky, you may see the giant Pandas in their enclosure with passengers for feeding time.

---

**Aquarium**
Our new aquarium exhibits represent one of the largest in the region. The aquarium houses our water system in Malaysia, displaying the biodiversity of the habitats in the upper, middle, lower zones (reef) and finally, the open.

---

**Mammals**
There is a variety of mammals from Asia and beyond. Zoobang bang is the place where we keep leopards, tigers, Indian gaurs, pen, pencils, brushes, and more.

---

**What’s New**
The most enjoyable collection in South East Asia. Get involved with our King Cobras, Exotic Crocodiles and many more.